Introducing quotations
Writers use quotations for a variety of purposes. If writers include too many quotations, readers will form the
negative impression that the authors of those sources are more authoritative than the writer. Writers should
use direct quotations only when the source’s words are particularly relevant or powerful, or when they
provide an appropriate example of a specific idea.
Some tests that allow the writer to check their use of quotations:
-

If a reader can remove the quotes and still understand the essay, then the quotes are not an integral
part of the essay and do not further the argument.

-

If the reader sees occasional instances of a writer’s voice as it introduces long quotations from others,
the writer has lost control over the text and has not made an original commentary.

-

If each paragraph begins with a quotation, the writer’s voice will be lost as the powerful opinion of an
“expert” occupies the slot in which readers often expect to find a focus statement that organizes the
information to be presented in that paragraph.

-

If each quotation is introduced using the same sentence structure and the same verb to indicate the
author’s opinion, readers will quickly become bored with the presentation and tune out the writer’s
message.

When you include quotations, make sure that they are integrated smoothly into the argument, flow and
syntax of the essay. Cited ideas or words should be accompanied by a signal phrase which alerts the reader
that the information is from a source.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
 Read the following paragraphs and identify the way/s in which quotations are introduced and
integrated in the text.

Sample 1
Obi Okonkwo, Okonkwo’s grandson and the main character in Achebe’s No Longer at Ease, undergoes a
similar process of distancing from his people two generations later, in the context of Nigeria in the 1950’s. He
moves to London to “learn book” (Achebe: 12) with the support of the Umuofian Union, and returns to take a
European post in Lagos. This journey, pretty much like in T.S. Elliot’s “The journey of the Magi”, causes a
“death” in this character, an agony, an anguish of existence, as going back to his fatherland forces him to
confront the reality of Nigeria, a nation that in his mind constitutes a “unity” (118), as he expresses in the poem

he writes while in London. Living abroad provides him with the insight, the “evidence” and “no doubt” (Elliot,
“The journey of the Magi”) that Nigeria is far from the “imaginary homeland” (Rushdie, 1992) he has construed
and, to a great extent, causes an alienation that prevents him from being “at ease… in the old dispensation”
(Elliot, “The journey of the Magi”).
Sample 2
Yet, as disturbing and unhomely as it may seem, inhabiting the beyond not only is necessary in the continuous
process of history but can actually become an empowering experience as well. The ambiguity that the pastpresent cannot resolve in modern times allows for the revision of the history and the identity of individuals and
of communities. As Homi Bhabha puts it, “.... we find ourselves in the moment of transit where space and time
cross to produce complex figures of difference and identity, past and present, inside and outside, inclusion and
exclusion…” (1994: 2). The “beyond”, as a result, is an expanded, ex-centric site of experience and
empowerment that both tests and proves the inextricability of the triad time-space-identity. But can Obi discenter, displace and expand the authoritarian voices that construct and stereotype him? Can he empower himself
and redeem his positioning? At what cost? The beyond involves revision and re-evaluation of time. But are the
Igbo ready for that? And what about the white man?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Note that in each of these examples, the quotation is followed by commentary in which the writer further
discusses the idea or information presented. So, avoid ending a paragraph with a quote; instead, use another
sentence or phrase to emphasize the importance or relevance of that quote for your purposes or thesis.

Quotations must be integrated into a sentence and must agree with the grammatical structure of that
sentence, even if the quote must be modified. For example, Smith argues that the popular media “look only to
the profit [they] can gain from the picture [they] paint of the cloning procedure” (27).
Words like say, tell, ask, are normally used in oral conversation but are not appropriate in formal academic
writing. Check out the glossary below to widen the range of words you can use when blending quotations into
your essays.

GLOSSARY
In the words of Alex LaGuma, “. . .”
As Wole Soyinka claims, “. . .”
The white men express that “ . . .”
“ . . . ,” answers the captive man.
Racism is further explored through the description of atmosphere, as can be pointed out in the following
fragment: “…”.
Author is neutral
comments
describes
explains
illustrates
notes
observes
points out
records
writes
reports
expresses
indicates
remarks
states
compares
identifies

Author implies
analyzes
asks
assesses
concludes
finds
predicts
proposes
reveals
shows
suggests

Author argues claims
contends
defends
proves
holds
insists
maintains
advocates the view
holds the position
emphasizes
confirms
establishes
asserts
argues
determines
distinguishes

Author disagrees
disparages
belittles
bemoans
complains
condemns
warns
deplores
deprecates
derides
laments
denies
disagrees

Author agrees
admits
agrees
concedes
concurs
grants

Quotation Checklist

1. Does the quotation have the same exact words as in the source text?
2. Does each direct quote have quotation marks around it?
3. Is there a sentence which introduces the quotation?
4. Has the quoting verb been used appropriately?
5. Is there an explanation following the cited words?
6. Are the quotes introduced relevant to the topic being developed? Do they contribute to support
the hypothesis?
7. Is the length of the quotation balanced with respect to its analysis? (i.e. Do you strike a balance
between your voice and the voice in the source text?)
8. Is your analysis properly supported by words from the source text?
9. Have you used enough evidence? (It needn’t always be a quotation!)
10. Is the sentence structure that contains quotations varied?

